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February 7, 1992

Note to Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action unit officers:

What follows is a draft of the University of Minnesota 1991 search
guidelines in a revised format. The general organization of material
is that rules and steps in searches appear on the right-hand pages
(odd numbers), supplemented on facing pages (even numbers) with
more detailed or expanded information and/or examples in practical
terms. It is not a complete document. You will note sections where a
blank page has only a topic title. There will also be an appendix,
with some sample documents and some commonly useful
information pieces for those conducting searches, but appendix
content has not been finalized yet.

Our purpose in distributing it to you now is to get your reaction (to
see if the guidelines are going in the right direction) and to get your
additional input before we ready the document for final distribution.

This office will fill in the pages where "examples of search" is noted.
We will appreciate your comments at any point in the document.
Topics where your input would be particularly helpful to us include

"Common pitfalls in a search"
"Commonly asked questions" (could be on process, recruiting, writing
position descriptions, how to improve the pool of women and
minorty candidates, confidentiality, recordkeeping, interviews, etc.).

We have already planned to add pages on
"Using a search firm"
"What do we mean by selection criteria?"
and "Planning campus visits and interviews."

Is there other information you would find helpful?



Please take some time to read through the document, putting
comments, reactions, suggestions right on the pages, and return it to
the central Office of Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action (419
Morrill). We would like to have an updated 1992 document ready
for distribution by the end of February, so receiving your comments
no later than February 21 will be most useful.

Your time and help is much appreciated.



Uniuersity of Minnesota
Search Requirements and Guidelines

Recruitment of talented academics is of crucial importance to
the educational mission of the Uniuersity of Minnesota. The
mechanism of the search process has been utilized as the
primary way of filling academic positions. The description
which follows outlines the principles to be utilized in
conducting searches. They reflect the eHperience of the
institution in conducting searches ouer seueral decades and
are meant to describe the essential elements of the search
process for academic non-student appointments.

Responsibility for conducting effectiue and fair searches rests
with all persons inuolued in the hiring process. Howeuer, the
officers of the institution are ultimately responsible for
conducting a process which results in the hiring of a diuerse
and talented academic work: force. No procedural steps are a
guarantee of such results, but eHperience has demonstrated
that an open search process is an important element in
bringing them about.
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Definitions

Full (National) Search -

Limited 'Search -

Noncompetitiue Search -

,.

.~ .. :;

Departures from any of the elements of the Framework for Academic
Searches require the permission of the Offices of Academic Affairs and
Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action.

The oversight and approval process for conducting searches will vary depending upon
the unit in which the opening occurs. The routing and approval requirements are
found on the President's Form 16 (the search plan) and the President's Form 17 (the
final report on the outcome of the process).
*******************************************************************************************

Additional detail about the implementation of this framework as well as suggestions for
persons conducting searches will be found in the following sections of this booklet.
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I. Required Scope of Searches

A. Full (National) Search Required for:

1. tenured and tenure-track faculty positions
2. academic professional probationary and continuous appointments
3. academic administrative appointments with an annual (K), limited (L),
or fixed (J) term.

B. Limited Search Possible for:

All other academic nonstudent positions including post-docs
(except those rarities designated "noncompetitive"). [see list of titles p. 9]

c. Noncompetitive Appointments Possible for:

1. spousal exemption
2. target hire (minority or uniquely stellar)
3. award granted by non-University group, which conducted search
4. graduate assistantships
5. visiting faculty
6. one-quarter appointments

~ This symbol indicates further detail available in a separate d~ument, to be
obtained by contacting the source noted. ["to be obtained by contacting the Office of
Equal Opportunity (4-9547) or Academic Affairs (0-0000)".]
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Some Things to Think About Before the Search

Before the search process is initiated, it is critical that the department assess its
climate with respect to diversity, and--given current strengths and limitations-
examine opportunities for recruiting. Ideally, this should be done before the position
description is finalized and before search committee members are appointed.

Sample questions or discussion topics to identify unit strengths and weaknesses for
recruiting people from currently under-represented groups:
What is the current composition of your unit? How many men and women of different
groups are in your unit? faculty? students? staff? alumni?
How much experience do people in your unit have working in multicultural settings?
What current research, teaching or other diversity-related projects are on-going or
planned?
What are the prevailing attitudes, tensions or disagreements about affirmative action,
broadly defined?

Our office can suggest workshop/discussion programs on topics such as:
How diversity will strengthen the unit
Success models for recruiting different groups
Developing position descriptions to attract a wider pool of candidates

ADD: If possibility of hiring a foreign national exists....

ADD: [Example of a Full Search]



1. Required Scope of Searches

A. Full (National) Search Required for:
1. Tenured and tenure track faculty positions

2. Academic professional probationary and continuous appointments
3. Academic administrative appointments with an annual (K), limited(L),

or fixed (J) term.

1. Tenured and tenure track faculty positions (also known as "regular"
appointments)
"P" appointments -Tenure plus rank of Associate or Full Professor
"N" appointments - Tenure-track or "probationary", which may lead to

tenure

~ Additional references: "Regulations Concerning
Faculty Tenure" (effective July 1, 1985) and
"Procedures for Reviewing the Performance of
Probationary Faculty" (issued June, 1986)

2. Academic professional probationary and continuous appointments

"Academic professional staff generally parallel disciplinary faculty in
having the requisite preparation and specialized knowledge in an
academic discipline or field on which practice is based and in exercising
independent professional judgment. These individuals are not
engaged in full-time teaching and scholarly work as are facUlty, but
rather are assigned to duties enhancing the research, teaching and
service functions of the ~niversity." (Board of Regents, 12-12-80)

The professional category was established to accommodate specific needs
in academic departments and support service units that require
graduate or professional degree preparation. The particular position
description may have highly specialized duties and responsibilities.
Most, but not all, professional classes require a graduate or professional
degree beyond the baccalaureate. Some professional classes may also
require state licensure, such as physician, dentist, psychologist.
Academic credentials and relevant experience requirements are defined
when the position is established and advertised. Class numbers and
types may include:

5
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Contact Academic Affairs to determine if a limited search may be
appropriate for a specific case.



97XX series
MN Extension 9601-9629
Appointments in these classes may be:

annual, fixed term, probationary, or continuous.
However, the the only ones subject to national searches are:
probationary (type H)
continuous (type G)

3. Academic Administrative Appointments with an annual (K),limited(L),
fixed (J) term. (Other academic administrative appointments
may be limited acting (M), but they do not require a
national search.)

These class titles are identified within the 93XX series and in
Minnesota Extension Service 9630-9649.

Positions subject to a national search include the following:
Chair (9360), Head (9361) and Director (9362) require a national search when
combined with a regular faculty appointment.
9301 President
9302 Vice President
9303 and 9304 Associate Vice President and Assistant Vice President
9305 Chancellor
9306 and 9307 Associate Chancellor and Assistant Chancellor
9308 Vice Chancellor
9311 Dean
9314 University Librarian
9315 Executive Director and Secretary to the Board of Regents
9316 General Counsel
9317 University Attorney
9321 Controller
9322 and 9323 Associate Vice Provost and Assistant Vice Provost
9324 Assistant Provost
9325 Associate Provost
9326 Provost
9327 Senior Vice President
9328 Vice Provost
9330 Director (University-wide)
9334 Director (Campus/College Level)

~ Additional reference: For a complete list of titles, contact Academic Affairs
or refer to "Academic Professional and Administrative Staff Policies and
Procedures", Office of the Senior Vice President and Provost for Academic Affairs,
Revision Approved by the Academic Advisory Committee, January 8, 1990, and
issued October 15, 1990. .
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~ "Academic Professional and
Administrative Staff Policies
and Procedures" Oct. 15, 1990.

B. Limited Search Possible for:

All other academic non-student positions including post-docs (see list of
titles) ,except those rarities designated "noncompetitive".

Generally short term, acting and/or non-recurring appointments.
Few, if any positions, will be filled without some type of limited search.

Positions not subject to national search:

1. non-regular faculty positions in 94XX title series without tenure or tenure-track
appointment, including adjunct (A), clinical (C), temporary (T) and visiting (V).

2. administrative positions in the 93XX and 94XX title series which are not identified
on pages 8&9 (including acting positions, appointment type (M» ..

3. faculty administrative positions to augment a current faculty appointment with
the title of Chair (9360), Head (9361) or Director (9362).

4. academic staff professional positions in the 96XX and 97XX title series, identified
on page 7, except probationary (H) and continuous (G)

5. post-doctoral positions in the 95XX title series with the following titles:
9540 Pharmacy Associate
9546 Post-Doctoral Associate
9549 Vetrinary medical Associate
9554 Medical Fellow
9557 Psychology Fellow

9



c. Noncompetitive Appointments Possible for:

1. spousal exemption
2. target hire (minority or uniquely stellar)
3. award made by non-University group which has conducted search
4. graduate assistantships
5. visiting faculty
6. one-quarter appointments

1. A hiring done under the University spousal exemption regulations

2. A unique hiring situation, such as
opportunity to hire an underrepresented minority
or
an opportunity to hire someone so recognized in professional or
academic achievement as to confer a definite and distinct benefit
to the mission of the University
"University Policy on Spousal Hires and Target Hires"

3. Award made after a search or competition has been conducted by a non
University group following acceptable equal opportunity procedures,
such as Young Investigator Awards and Principal Investigators

4. Graduate Assistantships
• Students admitted to Graduate School degree programs and to other

graduate-level degree programs are eligible to hold graduate
assistantships: Teaching Assistant (9511), Research Assistant (9521),
and Administrative Fellow (9531).

• Students who graduate while they hold graduate assistantships, and
have not been officially admitted into another graduate level degree
program, may complete any remaining full quarters of an
appointment after graduation with a change of class title:
Teaching Assistants could be reclassified as Teaching Specialists
(9754) (given completed master's degree) or Lecturer (9753) (given
completed Ph.D.)Research Assistants as Research Specialists (9755),
and Administrative Fellows as either Research or Teaching Specialists.
The appointment cannot extend beyond June 15 or June 30 (for B and A
terms, respectively).

~ Additional reference: /IAcademic Personnel Policies and
Procedures Manual" for complete information regarding
posting requirements and guidelines for holding assistantships.

1 1
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[EXAMPLES OF APPOINTMENTS THAT WOULD NOT BE
APPROVED FOR NONCOMPETITIVE SEARCH]



5. Visiting Faculty (nonregular faculty appointment type "V", someone
on a leave of absence to accept a temporary appointment at this

University)
• appointment is date-specific
• rank is same as at person's home institution (if in academia)

or, rank is dependent on person's qualifications and experience (if
outside academia)

~ Additional reference: Tenure Regulations, Sec. 3.3 & 3.4)
NOTE: Regulations are quit specific about qualifications necessary
to appoint someone with a visiting faculty rank.

6. One-Quarter Appointments
(must be date-specific and no
reappointment or extension is permitted without an appropriate
search).

NOTE: Intent is to replace people who leave in an emergency situation
caused by illness or unforeseen circumstances for which one does not
have time to do any search.

13
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Selecting A Search Committee

The following considerations should be used to select the search committee:

I women, minority and disabled individuals, whenever possible,
should be included. (Faculty from outside the department may be
asked to serve.)

I The collegiate eeo officer may serve as either a voting or
ex-officio non-voting member.

I A person from outside the department (or from outside the U)
should be included.

I If the position involves more than one discipline or specialty,
include at least one representative from each area.

I Student representation is encouraged, unless there is a good
reason to the contrary.

~ Additional reference: Memo from Richard J. Sauer,
Interim President, on "Student Representation on University
Committees," September 2, 1988.

A well-qualified chair is:

• a highly regarded senior faculty member
.• a person who has the respect of diverse constituencies
• a person who has experience in searches successful in recruiting minorities and women
• a person who is acquainted with and supports gender-inclusive. multicultural scholarship
• a person knoweQeable about affirmative action as broadly defined.



STEP 2. Search committee is appointed

A search committee with a well-defined charge will be appointed by the
appointing authority in consultation with the department's regular faculty or
appropriate administrator, the dean or appropriate unit administrator and the unit
equal opportunity officer.

The list of search committee members must be approved by the college/unit
administration, including the collegiate/unit eeo officer.

Any changes in the search committee after the Form 16 is approved and filed
must be reviewed and approved through the same channels as the Form 16.

For major administrative positions, the president, vice president or
chancellor will appoint the search committee in consultation with appropriate
college, campus or University groups including faculty, staff, students and the
community.

The search committee
chair: responsible for overseeing the entire search process, working closely with the appointing
authority and the collegiate/campus eeo officer to ensure careful records are kept and procedures are
followed. A crucial first task of the chair is to establish projected dates: for meetings, reviewing
applications, interviewing, and making recommendations to the appointing administrator (within the
time constraints imposed by the search plan and the charge to the search committee).

composition: members should understand the position's requirements, the department's needs, and
University policy regarding equal opportunity, affirmative action, and diversity. A committee for a
national search should have at least five members.

charge/responsibilities: the appointing authority is responsible for the charge to the committee. At
the first meeting with the committee, the appointing authority will clarify the position description,
selection criteria and the charge. The charge should include the following:
• approximate date of referral of finalists
• number of finalists to be referred
• equal opportunity/affirmative action requirements, including

goals for the position
• arrangements for financial and staff resources (including

travel, long-distance phone calls, meals, and housing)
• personal responsibility of each member for equal opportunity

and affirmative action and confidentiality
• the requirement to maintain accurate records (including

minutes, contacts with applicants/nominees, and decisions)
• any unique concerns regarding the position

17
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The Form 16 and Its Development

The Form 16 is also known as the search plan. It must include

1. the position description (including essential qualifications and selection
criteria, as described in STEP 1);

2. Advertising copy of the position description, plus
a list of specific journals/publications, mailings, and other personal or public

contacts designed to attract the best candidates from diverse background.

3. The equal opportunity statement (to appear .b..Q1b. in ads and
announcements): "The University of Minnesota is committed to the policy that all
persons shall have equal access to its programs, facilities, and employment without
regard to race, religion, color, sex, marital status, national origin, disability, age, public
assistance status, veteran status, or sexual orientation." OR "The University of
Minnesota is an equal opportunity educator and employer."

4. A timetable for the search;

5. The chair of the search committee and a list of committee members.

Developing Diversity-Sensitive Position Descriptions

Position descriptions can signal the University's values and commitments about
diversity. Here are a couple of examples of statements that might be included in position
descriptions.

"The Department of X particularly encourages the candidacy of people
with research and teaching experience in multicultural, multi-racial
settings."

"The University of Minnesota strives to provide humane and productive
work environments for men and women from varying racial, ethnic and national
backqrounds and varvinq farnilycircumstances."



STEP 3. Form 16 search plan is prepared

After the position description is prepared the appointing authority must
prepare the Form 16 recruiting plan. To develop the plan, the appointing authority
should consult with the search chair, particularly regarding recruitment strategies
(STEPS 4 and 5).

In formulating and executing the search plan, the appointing authority should
begin by reviewing the departmental faculty composition (or appropriate work
force), availability of women and minority individuals in the discipline(s) and
specialty area(s), applicable goals for women and minority individuals and results
from previous recruiting and searches during the last 5-year period. These data (the
"Faculty Employment Profile") are available from the collegiate equal opportunity
officer.

The Form 16 must be approved by the collegiate equal opportunity officer, dean,
vice president/provost/chancellor, (if required), and Academic Personnel before
any advertising or recruiting may occur.

19
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Policies Regarding Position Descriptions and Advertising

Take care in determining the essential QualificatiQns fQr a given pQsitiQn, because
Qnce the pQsitiQn is approved Qn the FQrm 16 and advertised. nQ applicatiQn, hQwever
Qutstanding. may be cQnsidered unless it meets the essential QualificatiQns YQU have
selected.
• If the Ph.D, is Qne Qf the essential requirements, it is understQQd that the degree
must be in hand when applicatiQn is made. The search cQmmittee WQuid nQt be
permitted tQ cQnsider an "all but dissertatiQn" (ABO) candidate in this case.

~ AdditiQnal reference: MemQ frQm CarQI Carrier, August 2, 1990,
"Hiring ABO (all but dissertatiQn) Applicants"

• TQ cQnsider applicants whQ will have the Ph.D. by date of appQintment... but nQt
at the time Qf applicatiQn, the FQrm 16 and the advertising must state SQ explicitly, fQr
example, "Ph.D. by 9/16/92."

• A minimum Qther than a Ph.D. may be apprQpriate. FQr example, if the MA,
MFA, Qr ABO is acceptable and a Ph.D. is preferred, this fact must be stated Qn the
FQrm 16 and advertising. In this case, a graduate degree Qr ABO is acceptable but
preference may be given to applicants with the Ph.D.

• If the Ph.D. in any field is acceptable, the FQrm 16 and advertising shQuld simply
state "Ph.D. required." If a degree in a particular field is required, the FQrm 16 and
advertising must state the field, fQr example, "Ph.D. in HistQry." Remember that a
broader pool of qualified candidates may be attracted by requiring the
Ph.D. or other terminal degree "in or a related discipline." In
that case the search cQmmittee must be clear Qn which fields are acceptable. A repQrt
Qf availability by specialty, race and sex is available frQm the CQllegiate/Campus EEO
Officer.

at The last date fQr receipt Qf applicatiQns shQuld allQw ample time tQ attract the
best candidates. Under normal circumstances, a minimum Qf at least six weeks is
recQmmended between the apprQval Qf the FQrm 16 and the applicatiQn deadline.
Depending Qn the particular pQsitiQn, availability Qf a diverse pQQl, and the efficiency
Qr adequacy Qf the recruiting strategies, a shQrter Qr IQnger recruiting periQd may be
recQmmended.

The six week time periQd assumes that the advertisements are placed with the
jQurnals and Qther publications in a timely manner. The intent is tQ give pQtential
applicants and nQminees time tQ respQnd tQ the annQuncements. The deadline fQr
nQminatiQns may Qccur befQre the deadline fQr applicatiQns or remain the same fQr
bQth.

~ AdditiQnal reference: MemQ frQm Patricia Mullen, May 26,1987, regarding
the nominatiQn prQcess.



STEP 4. Position is advertised nationally

Only after the Form 16 with attachments has been approved by the college,
collegiate eeo officer, vice president/provost/chancellor (ifrequired) and Academic
Personnel may advertising and recruiting begin.

Advertising is crucial because the success or failure of identifying, attracting
and maintaining a pool of qualified candidates depends, in part, on:

1. quality and variety of communication and media used to inform
potential applicants

2. coordination and timely placement of advertisements and other
announcements

3. professional and timely response to applicants, inquiries and nominees

a) Selecting journals and publications

Recruiting strategies should target appropriate professional journals,
publications and other methods designed to attract qualified applicants. The
advertising sources chosen will depend on the position's identified qualifications
and discipline(s) or specialty area(s). In reviewing the following recommendations,
keep in mind the need for an open public search and the need to attract a diverse
pool of qualified candidates.

1. Provide written notice of the position to professional associations
and appropriate committees concerned with the placement of women, minority
individuals, disabled individuals or Vietnam Era veterans (also identified as
protected group and affirmative action individuals).

2. At minimum, place an advertisement in an appropriate national
publication (for example, the Chronicle of Higher Education), one professional
journal and one other national or regional publication targeted to recruit protected
group individuals.

3. In addition, announcements may be sent to:
• graduate institutions at which qualified women, minority and disabled
candidates can be found;
• organizations and professional caucuses for women, minority and disabled
individuals in the discipline/profession for inclusion of position announcement in
their journals and newsletters;
• departments and colleagues at other institutions with request to contact,
nominate or recommend candidates including women, minority individuals,
disabled people and Vietnam Era veterans;
• professional meetings (caution is advised in distinguishing between informal
discussions with potential candidates and formal interviews by the search
committee).

21
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Recordkeeping During a Search

The University is required by state and federal law to maintain and report
summary information about applicants and hires by race, sex, disability status and
Vietnam Era veteran status. Specific information may be requested pursuant to
individual complaints or compliance reviews.

The chair of the search committee is responsible for ensuring that
complete records are kept during the search. After the search is completed,
the Form 17 has been approved, storage of the committee files is the responsibility of
the appointing authority.

Search files must be kept for three years. Questions about contents and
disposition of the files after three years should be referred to the office of the
University Attorney. (Files on searches which are in litigation must not be disposed
of until completion of litigation.)

At minimum, the committee files should include the following:

.the Form 16, position description, ad copy (ies)
.actual copies of announcements, advertising and other
solicitations for applications and nominations
.applications, nominations, correspondence, evaluations,
references (and reference checks), and verbal contacts with or
about applicants or nominees

.minutes for all committee meetings to include selection
criteria, decision making, voting, etc.

• the committee's interim report described in STEP 6
.evaluation of candidates who are interviewed,
reasons why candidates were not referred for selection,
and the faculty vote on tenure decisions.



b) Advertising and recruiting

Searches that do not move ahead in a timely manner can frustrate both the
department and the candidates and can lead to unsuccessful outcomes. The
appointing authority must ensure that the approved ads and announcements are
submitted in time to meet the publishing deadlines and the search committee's
timeframe.

While it is unlikely that all advertising will occur at the same time, the more
visible advertisements should be placed soon after the Form 16 approval to allow
potential applicants sufficient time to apply.

A search committee member or staff person should be appointed to coordinate
advertising, retain copies of all ads and other mailings and record the dates.

c) Responding to applicants and nominees

The success or failure of a search also depends on the search committee's timely
and professional r~sponse to candidates through each phase of the search. The
committee should decide how it will respond to potential applicants and nominees.
Someone should be assigned to this task, and should keep a record of contacts made.

~ Additional reference: "Recruitment Contact Sheet" in Appendix.

Preliminary screening of applications may begin before the application
deadline. Applicants who do not meet the essential requirements should be
informed in writing as soon as possible (refer to STEP 6, "Pool screened, narrowed
and approved").

23
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Recruiting Suggestions

There should be opportunities among committee members for discussion of effective recruitment strategies
early in the process, Le. after candidates have been identified but before screening the pool.

While current policy and fair employment law require that positions be publicly advertised, the informal "word of
mouth" approach is still one of the most successful practices for identifying candidates in higher education, so long s
protected group candidates are not excluded.

Often, outstanding candidates do not apply for advertised positions; they may have to be approached by a
member of the search committee or another faculty member. These "good faith" efforts should also be documented.

In addition to seeking nominations, the search committee and the department are encouraged to use the
following activities for current and future positions:

.Encourage faculty who will be attending professional conferences
or visiting other universities to combine their visits with
recruiting efforts. They should be encouraged to solicit curricula
vitae from promising candidates. Resources can be current lists of caucuses or sub-groups within
professional organizations. Or ask eeo consultants for suggestions.

• Establish a working relationship with other departments where women
and minorities reside, persons who might be willing to make calls to established networks.

• Survey women and minority caucuses within relevant professional
associations to solicit names of potential candidates

.Maintain ongoing contact with professional organizations,
associations and agencies that have a job referral service

.After sending announcements to departments at other universities,
follow-up with a personal contact or phone call to inquire about
potential candidates at those institutions.

~ Additional references: "CIC Directory of Minority Ph.D. Candidates
and Recipients" lists individuals from the "Big 10" schools and the University of
Chicago. "Minority and Women Doctoral Directory (MWDD)" is a national
directory of minority and women doctoral students who have recently received
or are soon to receive their degree from one of approximately 60 major research
universities in the United States. See Appendix for ordering information•

• Invite women and minority scholars from other institutions to
participate in department-sponsored symposia and visiting appointments

.Use a personal approach to contact potential candidates who have been
identified or nominated. If an individual declines a nomination or does nOt respond
to your letter, try to contact the person by phone to determine if the reason for declining

can be addressed or resolved.

• Ask eeo consultants for presentation of some local or national success models
for activatinQ professional networks.



STEP 5. Search committee recruits candidates

The search committee is not limited to the advertising and other hiring plan
activities on the approved Form 16. Other appropriate strategies should continue to
evolve during the recruitment period and before the deadline for applications.

[Provide 2 examples of actual U of M recruiting success stories (Journalism and
Aero Engineering)]
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Evaluating Pools with Diversity in Mind

At the outset, before evaluating any applicant's materials, establish
explicit criteria for narrowing the pool of candidates.

Avoid disadvantaging people who have "stopped out" of degree programs for
awhile; take into account things like having children, getting particular kinds of
training, acquiring a disability, etc.

If you encouraged the candidacy of people interested in women's studies
and/or multicultural scholarship, give weight to these qualifications in the screening
process for all candidates. not just women and minorities.

While screening, avoid privileging institutions that have traditionally provided
very few opportunities for women and minorities.

Actively work to minimize the effects of unconscious (and conscious)
stereotypes in screening candidates.



STEP 6. Pool screened, narrowed, and approved

At this point the search committee must complete evaluation of the pool of
applicants and seek approval of the pool before conducting interviews.

The approving authority will then ask the search committee to a) re-evaluate
the current pool and the application of the selection criteria; b) extend the search; or
c) invite candidates for interviews.

Applicant Pool
As part of the evaluation of the results of search advertising and other

recruiting efforts, the search committee must
1) respond to nominees
2) acknowledge applications and send Form 24 (Applicant Tracking Record for

Academic Positions; a copy is included in appendix)
3) screen applicants
4) prepare a tentative list of candidates to interview or seriously consider
5) prepare a report describing the pool composition and documenting the

search and evaluation procedures.

1) nominees: may be given additional time beyond the deadline to complete
their applications, as long as the committee has contacted them by the deadline and
the nominee has agreed to be a candidate.

If the initial contact of the nominee by the search committee is informal (in
person or by phone), the committee should document the response and forward a
letter of acknowledgement, regardless of the initial response.

Nominations may not be accepted after the deadline unless the search is re
opened, requiring approval to amend the Form 16 hiring plan.

2) applicants: acknowledge all applications. Applicants who meet the deadline
should be sent a letter of acknowledgement which includes a job description and a
request to voluntarily complete and return the Form 24 (sample letter included in
appendix).

For incomplete applications, the letter of acknowledgement should include a
request to provide the missing information by a specified date, in most cases the last
date for receipt of applications. Candidates with incomplete applications may be
given additional time beyond the deadline to complete their applications as long as
they had made formal application by the deadline. However, the search committee
must clearly define the elements of a "complete application" and incorporate them
into the entire evaluation and selection criteria.

Applications received after the deadline (based either on post mark date or
receipt date, whichever was stated in the announcements and ads) cannot be
considered by the committee. Candidates should be informed of this in writing.
Late applications cannot be considered unless the search is re-opened, requiring
approval to amend the Form 16 search plan.
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Reopening A Search

A recommendation or request to reopen a search may be made when the size, quality or
composition of a pool is not satisfactory. Extending the recruiting period beyond the initial time frame
requires amending of the Form 16.

The decision would normally occur
1) after the search committee's interim report to the appointing authority
2) after conducting interviews
3) after offers are declined by viable candidates.

For requests to reopen the search and to extend the time frame, the appointing authority may
send a letter to Academic Personnel with copies to the college or administrative unit and the unit eeo
officer. The request should specify:

a) the Form 16 number
b) the reason for the extension
c) the new timeframe (deadline for applications)
d) at minimum, a national journal or publication for advertising the new

timeframe
e) other recruitment activities.

The advertising, announcements and other recruitment activities must include "search reopened" or
"search extended". The decision to reopen should be made as soon as possible. Depending on the
particular circumstances, the position and the time of year, the search may have to be terminated.

. If a search is reopened, the current applicants must be informed of their status. Information about
those applicants must be included with the documentation on the total search.

*Changes of substance including qualifications or duties may require a new search.



3) screening: The search committee's first screening of applicants will be to
determine which candidates meet the essential qualifications as listed on the
approved Form 16, the advertising and the position description. Preliminary
screening of the applications may begin before the application deadline. Individuals
who do not meet the essential requirements should be informed in writing as soon
as possible. One or more members of the search committee may review the
applications to screen for essential qualifications. This will provide for consistency
in the initial screening and permit the committee to proceed with further
screenings.

4) tentative list of candidates to interview: After eliminating those who do not
meet essential qualifications, continue to refine the pool, carefully documenting
selection criteria used at each screening and recording which applicants meet the
criteria. Whatever criteria are used at each screening, they must be applied equally
to all candidates at that stage in the process. Repeat the process until a manageable
"short list" is agreed upon by the committee. The number of candidates on the
short list will vary with the position, overall pool size, pool composition or
diversity, and constraints imposed by the charge to the committee that relate to
budget and number of candidates to be recommended to the appointing authority.

5) interim report on activity and pool: After screening the pool is completed,
the search chair prepares a report on this activity to the appointing authority and the
department head, using the Form 17. The report must then be approved by the
dean, vice president/provost/chancellor (if required), and the Office of Equal
Opportunity and Affirmative Action, where it will be stamped "approved" and
initialed. All copies will be returned. If the report is not approved, the collegiate or
unit eeo officer will be notified of the decision by phone, and additional efforts will
be discussed.

The purpose of this review is to ensure the integrity of the search and reduce
the risk of legal liability. The search committee must document the validity and the
thoroughness of the search in terms of pool composition, number of candidates, and
quality of candidates at each stage of the evaluation and screening process.

At this step, the search committee will be asked to either a) revaluate the
current pool and application of selection criteria; b) extend the search, or (c) invite
candidates for interviews.

The report describing the pool composition should include the Form 17 with
the following portions completed:

• Form 16 number
• name of search chair
• applicants by race/sex
• applicants who meet the essential qualifications, by race/sex
• applicants referred for interviews by race/sex
• affirmative action goals and availability percentages for women

and minorities
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re-evaluatiQn Qf credentials
re-evaluatiQn Qf selection criteria fQr jQb-relatedness and weighting
pQssible inclusiQn Qf "cQvered applicants" in the next rQund Qf the
evaluatiQn and selectiQn prQcess when they rank near the cut-Qff
level.

30

Affirmative Action Obligations in a Search

The FQrm 24

The FQrm 24, "Applicant Tracking RecQrd fQr Academic PQsitiQns," is used tQ
measure the success Qf a search in recruiting qualified individuals whQ are cQvered
by the University's affirmative actiQn prQgrams.

Applicants fQr academic PQsitiQns have the option tQ identify by name fQr
cQnsideratiQn under an applicable affirmative actiQn prQgram fQr WQmen, minQrity
individuals (American Indian, Black, Asian and Hispanic), disabled individuals,
disabled veterans and Vietnam Era veterans.

EvaluatiQn Qf Affirmative ActiQn Candidates

The search cQmmittee must ensure that identifiable affirmative actiQn
candidates are given seriQus evaluatiQn and cQnsideratiQn fQr an interview and
selectiQn. This dQes nQt mean that individuals whQ dQ nQt meet the essential
qualificatiQns must be interviewed Qr hired. HQwever, it may require additiQnal
effQrts:

•••

In hiring ''the best" candidate, screening beyQnd essential qualificatiQns
becQmes increasingly qualitative and difficult. The search cQmmittee must define its
"standard" fQr each screening and must dQcument cQnsistent applicatiQn Qf it in the
evaluatiQn Qf candidates and credentials. FQr instance,

'While pUblicatiQns may be a significant indicatQr Qf future success, they are nQt
the Qnly indicatQr. The cQmmittee may wish tQ examine a candidate's entire career
when applying its criteria fQr selectiQn. A WQman, fQr instance, whQ has earned her
degree and entered the academic prQfessiQn after taking time Qut tQ raise a family
will undQubtedly have fewer publicatiQns than a male Qf the same age whQse career
has been uninterrupted. If Qne evaluates her publicatiQn recQrd, hQwever, in terms Qf
the time periQd Qver which it was prQduced, she may well be the strQnger candidate."
(OhiQ State Search Guidelines, p. 14)

In reference tQ WQmen academic emplQyees, the University Senate Qn April 19,
1990, indicated hat "In any hiring decisiQn fQr a pQsitiQn in which the availability
statistics and numerical gQals indicate an under-representatiQn Qf WQmen, the
University shall cQnsider gender in selecting between tWQ Qr mQre candidates with
apprQximately equal qualificatiQns."



Attachments to the Form 17 at this point (interim report on activity and pool):

If the "applicants referred for interviews" includes both women and
minorities, no attachments are necessary.

If women and minorities are not included in this group, the Form 17 plus the
following attachments are necessary:

a) selection criteria from position description and any additional criteria used
by the search committee

b) curriculum vitae of all "applicants referred for interviews"
c) curriculum vitae of all women and minorities from "applicants who meet

the essential qualifications" who were not referred for interviews, along with
reasons for their non-selection.

If the female or minority percent of "qualified applicants" is less than
availability, and the search chair is satisfied that all possible recruiting efforts have
been made, attach the above information plus the following:

d) a summary of all advertising and other recruiting efforts, with dates
[committee files themselves should contain actual copies of all ads and
correspondence regarding advertising and recruiting]

e) if either no women or no minorities applied, document their non
availability by explaining why you think they did not apply, AND attach copies of all
advertisements, postings, and announcements.
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WHAT'S PUBLlC--WHAT'S NOT?
confidentiality issues

Public Information

_The Form 16 and attachments
ePosition description

.Names of search committee members
(names only, not race or sex)

.Selection criteria
.The Form 17 .af:W it is approved

(available for inspection in eeo office)

Confidential Information

.Names of applicants and nominees
.Information in search committee files

.Form 24s

Requests for information and questions about the search should be
referred to the search chair.

Requests for information and questions about the names of
candidates on the "short list" for interviews should be referred to the
appointing authority. This information may be made public by the individual
candidates or by notices to faculty, staff and students regarding public seminars or
lectures to be presented by the candidates.

Each applicant has the right to inspect his or her own file, including evaluations
of the application, letters of reference (and reference checks), and reasons for non
selection. An applicant does DQ1 have the right to information about other applicants.



STEP 7. Interviews and selection of finalists

Individuals who meet the essential qualifications and are not selected to be
interviewed should be so notified. Any candidate may request the job-related
criteria used to evaluate all applications and the evaluation of his or her own
application, including letters of reference and reasons for non-selection.

a) Preparing for interviews
Preparations for conducting interviews and sustaining the interest of those

candidates will require the concerted efforts of the search committee and the
department. The fact that a candidate has agreed to be considered does not
necessarily mean that the person would accept the position if it were offered.

Before the candidate arrives, a written agenda for the campus visit should be
prepared and mailed or given to the candidate upon arrival. The agenda should
include the names and titles of the staff or faculty member(s) who will "host" the
candidate and escort the candidate around the campus. If a candidate is to make a
formal presentation, the length should be specified in the agenda.

~ Additional resource: ''Resources for Searches to Increase Diversity",
(preparing for campus interviews), from Commission on Women Working Guide
in the Recruiting for Diversity Pilot Project materials.

b) Campus visit and interviews
In interviewing candidates, the search committee should develop a set of core

questions based on job-related criteria by which the candidates are to be evaluated.
The questions should be asked of all candidates. Follow-up questions based on
responses to the intial set of quetions are appropriate and will most likely vary with
each candidate Evaluations and rankings should be supported in writing.

A necessary piece of information that may be obtained during the interviews
or prior to the interviews is the equal opportunity and affirmative action record of
the candidates. Depending on the particular position, the selection criteria could
include the "eeorecord." For all appointments in the administrative 93XX title
series the search committee must provide this record of the candidates.

c) Departmental decisions regarding finalists
Within the hiring department, the decision to offer an appointment may

require a vote of all regular faculty. If the appointment is a shared one, it may
require a vote of the faculty of both departments.

If the appointment involves the conferral of tenure, the University and
collegiate policies apply: Initial appointments with indefinite tenure may only be
made at the rank of Associate Professor or Professor. Such appointments may be
made only after receiving the recommendation of the regular faculty holding
indefinite tenure in the academic unit concerned.

• See "Regulations Concerning Faculty Tenure" July 1, 1985
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Checklist for Form 17 Attachments

Required attachments to the Form 17 when requesting approval to
make offer:

.Curriculum vitae of the candidate

.Three letters of recommendation for the candidate IF THE COLLEGE
REQUIRES SUCH for all tenured or tenure-track appointments. (Letters of .
recommendation per se are not required for University approval of Form 17.)

olf an appointment in 93XX title, administrative series, attach a statement on the
eeo history of the candidate

.AII applicant tracking forms (Form 24)

.For each woman and minority who was interviewed and either withdrew or
declined the interview, attach:

> reason for withdrawing
> date person withdrew

.For each woman and minority interviewed and not selected, attach:
> selection criteria used by the search committee

during and after the interviews
> reasons for non-selection
> curriculum vitae



STEP 8. Appointing administrator selects candidate

The department chair/head or appointing administrator reviews the search
committee's evaluation of all candidates who were interviewed, the list of
candidates who were not recommended for selection, and the reasons candidates
interviewed were not referred for selection.

The appointing administrator may now
a) interview the referred candidates (if this was not done when they were

interviewed by the search committee), or
b) select a candidate to whom the position will be offered, based on the

committee's recommendation.
If women are referred to the appointing authority as finalists for selection, the

authority must review availability and goals for the position as well as the Senate
Policy, which says in part: ''In any hiring decision for a position in which the
availability statistics and numerical goals indicate an under representation of
women, the University shall consider gender in selecting between two or more
candidates with approximately equal qualifications."

~ Women Academic Employees Policy Statement," approved April 19, 1990.

No offer of a position may be extended until the Form 17 has been approved by
the dean, unit eeo officer, vice president/provost/chancellor (if required), Academic
Personnel and the university eeo officer. However, candidates who were
interviewed may be informed of the status of the search.

Consultation with the Dean
After the department makes a tentative decision regarding the candidate to

whom they would offer the position, the department chair will most likely want to
discUss this recommendation with the dean before completing the Form 17. The
discussion can be by phone and will usually include salary and rank (if searching for
more than one rank). The department chair/head should also report the results of
the faculty vote on appointment and, if applicable, on conferring tenure.

The Form 17 path
The President's Form 17, "Summary of the Affirmative Action Process

Assuring Equal Employment Opportunity in Academic Appointments," is required
for each individual who will be offered a position. The Form 17 path through the
various offices is as follows:

The Form 17 and attachments are completed by the department (or comparable
unit). The department chair/head signs the Form 17, thereby certifying that
the information on the form is correct and that affirmative action procedures
were followed. The form is then submitted to the dean's office.

The dean and the collegiate eeo officer review and approve the Form 17. If
there are questions or concerns, the dean's office will discuss these with the
unit before signing and forwarding the form to the University Equal
Opportunity Office.
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Remember: The University adheres to the anti-raiding policies of the
America Association of Colleges and Universities. This means that for candidates
who hold probationary or tenured positions at other institutions, offers must be
made by May 1. If a unit anticipates needing to extend an offer after May 1, the
College must be consulted so that a waiver of this policy can be sought from the
Candidate's current employer.



Academic units may also be required to get approval from their vice
president/provost/chancellor at this point, before the Form 17 goes to the
University eeo office.

After approval by the University eeo office, that office will forward the form to
the Associate Vice President for Academic Personnel.

For appointments with tenure, the Form 17 must also be approved by the
Graduate School. Academic Personnel takes the form to the Graduate School
for signatures. After the Graduate School has signed, Academic Affairs reviews
and approves the form. For appointments with tenure, report a summary of
the vote regarding tenure for the candidate if available (refer to Regulations
Concerning Faculty Tenure, effective July 1, 1985, Section 9, page 9).

The Academic Personnel Office notifies the dean's office immediately after the
form has been approved. The college then phones the department; after that
phone call, the department may make the job offer to the individual. Both
copies of the Form 17 will be returned to the unit eeo officer by campus mail.

If the department fears losing a candidate while the Form 17 is being processed,
someone may "walk" the form through the various offices. Please be prepared,
however, to allow time for the form and attachments to be reviewed. Also, the
candidate may be informed of the department's recommendation on the search
results as long as no offer is made.
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STEP 1.
Position description and selection
criteria are prepared

STEP 2.
Search committee is appointed

STEP 3.
Form 16 search plan is prepared

STEP 4.
Position is advertised

STEP 5.
Candidates are recruited

STEP 6.
Pool is evaluated

STEP 7.
Interviews are conducted

STEPS.
Candidates selected and Form 17
is filed

FULL NATIONAL SEARCH

No difference

At least 5 members on search
committee

Usually minimum of 6 weeks between
approval of Form 16 and last date of
receipt of applications

a. Written notice to professional
associations concerned with women
and minorities
b. Ad in one national publication, one
professional journal, one
nationaVregional publication targeted
at recruiting protected individuals
c. May send notice to graduate
institutions, organizations and
professional caucuses for protected
individuals, colleagues at other
institutions, professional meetings

As in STEP 4 (Advertising) plus all
other recruiting strategies committee
can devise

Pool must be approved by eeo office
prior to interviews

Adhere to guidelines

Form 17 requires approval of unit
plus eeo central office

LIMITED SEARCH

No difference

At least 3 members on ~earch

committee

For research and post-doc
positions, search committees MAY
not be appropriate. Principal
Investigator may select candidate

At least 5 days required from
posting to last day for receipt of
applications
-Written notice to all eligible staff or
faculty (for internal search)
OR
Notice in campus and/or local
publication for 3 consecutive days

MAY be on-eampus
OR
MAY need broader recruiting
(depending on essential
requirements and availability of
qualified candidates)

S
' :- wr-:-l::h,ft, :Jlijl'c.3 "L&I"

pee •.,./ r

Public postings of open position
required. (Some possibilities
specified in STEP 3.)

No requirement for central eeo
approval of pool prior to interviewing

Adhere to guidelines of national
search when interviews are
conducted. Interviews MAY not be
necessary, but in all cases
candidates must be treated
consistently and fairly.

Form 17 does NOT require approval
from University eeo office.
Form 16 and 17 MAY be approved
together.



II. STEPS IN A SEARCH
Remember, there are eight steps to be followed in~ competitive search.

Some flexibility in timing and sequence is allowed in steps for a limited search. The
basic components of positions subject to a limited search do not differ from
positions subject to national searches. The sequence of steps remains the same,
except that several steps may be combined and implemented together, when due to
legitimate factors such as time constraints, budget, or nature and duration of a
position. While no steps may be omitted, combining steps may be approved if
justified. This section addresses the basic differences between full and limited
search. Academic units may augment these guidelines with their internal
guidelines tailored to meet their needs.

B. Steps in a Limited Search

STEP 1. Position description and selection criteria are prepared

Contents of the position description are the same for national and limited
searches. The responsibility for it and the selection criteria remains with the
appointing authority, subject to clarification and approval by Academic Personnel.

STEP 2. Search committee is appointed

Whenever possible and depending on the particular position, a search
committee of three people is recommended. For research and post-doc positions, a
search committee may not be appropriate. In this case, the principal investigator
may select the candidate.

STEP 3. Form 16 search plan is prepared

The requirements and contents of a national and limited search are the same
with three exceptions:

(1) a minimum of five days is required for applicants to respond to last day for
receipt of applications; most positions will require more time (including research,
post-doc and multiple hir postings).

(2) for on-campus posting, augmentations, or acting appointments, a
minimum of written notice to all eligible staff or facu1ty, or a notice in a campus
publication for three consecutive days and, if appropriate, in a local publication; and

(3) the approval of the Form 16 and Form 17 may be done together for internal
emergency situations such as death or illness when there is little or no lead time to
find a replacement.

For academic units which hire on a regu1ar basis in one or more titles, the
annual preparation of a Form 16 "mu1tiple hire" may be most appropriate (see
appendix for sample). In this case, the recruitment period, appointment period and
deadline for receipt of applications would occur over an annual period, for example,
from Ju1y to June or other annual cycle. .
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STEP 4. Position is advertised

For limited searches, on-campus advertising may be appropriate for some
positions. however, other positions may require broader recruiting, depending on
the essential requirements and the availability of qualified candidates.

STEP 5. Candidates are recruited

When time and circumstances permit, committee members should be
responsible for actively developing additional recruiting strategies. "Other
Recruiting Suggestions" from STEP 5, Full Searches, may be appropriate for some
positions. In all cases, "word of mouth" recruiting must be augmented with
additional public postings of open positions.

STEP 6. Evaluating the pool composition

Positions subject to limited searches do not require that the University eeo
office approve the pool prior to conducting interviews. (Form 16 approval
sequence, except Academic Personnel, is suggested.) At minimum, a committee of
three that does not include the appointing authority is recommended. For multiple
hire positions with annual posting the committee membership may rotate.

STEP 7. Interviews and selection of finalists

In conducting interviews, the search committee and appointing authority must
adhere to the same guidelines for national and limited searches. It may not be
appropriate or necessary to conduct interviews in each search. However, candidates
must be treated with consistency and fairness throughout the entire process.

STEP 8. Appointing administrator selects candidate

The approval requirements and' contents of the Form 17 are the same for
national and limited searches except that:

(1) the Form 17 does not require approval from the University eeo office
(2) depending on the particular position and circumstances, the Form 16 and

Form 17 may be approved by Academic Personnel together, as nota in Step 3, No.3
on page 39; and

(3) for "multiple hire" Form 16's which are filed annually, appointments may
be made throughout the annual cycle as individuals are needed and as applications
are received.
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III. Noncompetitive Appointments

An appointment to any academic title or appointment type is permitted
without a search only if approved by a University-wide standing committee.
Requests for exemption may be made for the following circumstances:

1) When hiring under the spousal exemption regulations; or

2) When hiring under a unique situation such as the opportunity to hire an
underrepresented minority or someone so recognized in the professional or
academic community with achievements as to confer a definite and distinct benefit
to the mission of the University.

Request for an exemption can be made only by the President or a senior
administrator such as a Vice President. This request for exemption replaces the
Form 16.

Approval of the "exemption request" and the Form 17 requires the same
procedures for approval as STEP 8 of a full national search.

To prepare the Form 17, use "EX" in place of the Form 16 number and leave
Section B, Applicant Pool, empty except Line 6 (race and sex of the candidate
selected). Attach the exemption letter described below and the curriculum vitae of
the person to be appointed.

The "request for exemption" letter should be addressed to Director, Office of
Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action, 419 Morrill Hall, Minneapolis Campus.
It must include the following:

- name of person to be appointed
- rank and title proposed
- beginning and ending dates of appointment, if non-regular, and percent

time
- reasons why a search is not possible
- responsibilities of the position
- experience and academic background which qualify the person for

this position.

You need neither a search nor a request for exemption in the following
circumstances:
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[Are there common "pitfalls" in a search than can be avoided?]

Input here from Academic Affairs, Affirmative Action office, and equal
opportunity officers



Additional reference: "Academic Personnel Policies and Procedures
Manual" for complete information regarding posting
requirements and guidelines for holding assistantships.

1) awards and grants

Individuals from either within or outside the University who have been
awarded a grant through a search or competition (from either within or outside the
University), including but not limited to:

Young Investigator awards and Principal Investigators

2) graduate assistantships

Students admitted to Graduate School degree programs and to other graduate-
level degree programs are eligible to hold graduate assistantships:

Teaching assistant (9511)
Research assistant (9521) and
Administrative fellow (9531).

Students who graduate while they hold assistantships and have not been
officially admitted into another graduate level degree program, may complete any
remaining full quarters of an appointment after graduation with a change of class
title. The individual would change to one of the following titles in that case:

Teaching Assistants to either Teaching Specialist (9754), if they have completed
the master's degree, or Lecturer (9753) if they have completed the Ph.D., Research
Assistants to Research Specialists (9755) and Administrative fellows to either
Research or Teaching Specialists. The appointment cannot extend beyond June 15
or June 30 (for B and A terms, respectively).

~
3) visiting faculty

Individuals may be hired on a visiting appointment, non-regular faculty
appointment, Type "V", without a search. "The appointment is designated a
Visiting appointment because the faculty member is from another institution or is a
professional from a government or private agency on a leave of absence to accept a
temporary appointment at this University (Tenure Regulations, Sections 3.3 and
3.4). The appointment is date-specific and the rank is the same as his or her rank at
the home institution. For professionals from government or private agencies, the
appropriate rank depends on the person's qualifications and experience.

4) one-quarter appointments

Individuals may be hired for one quarter, either full or part-time, without a
search. The appointment must be date specific and is limited to one quarter. No
reappointment or extension is permitted without an appropriate search.
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[Some commonly asked questions--and their answers]
Major input from affirmative action officers, some Academic Affairs

and Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity office]

"



• ..

WHAT RJF........ ?

Our first offer is declined? ..
If a candidate is offered a position and declines, a new Form 17 must be submitted;
and clearly marked at the top right as "2nd offer." If a unit is concerned that an
initial offer may not be accepted, and time is a critical factor, the unit can submit
multiple Forms 17, indicating the sequence of offers; the forms can then be reviewed
and approved at the same time.

We want to hire a non-citizen? ..
Employment of anyone who is not a United States citizen or permanent resident
requires special procedures. Contact the office of International Education for
information and guidance at the beginning of a search if there is any possibility of
hiring a foreign national.

...we've hired a non-citizen and Labor Department tells us to redo search?
[fill in response later]

Our search is unsuccessful? ..
. If the search fails to identify a qualified candidate, or when those offered the position

decline, and re-opening a search is not feasible, please notify the college or
administrative unit and the University eeo office.
Although conducting a search can be time-consuming and costly, a unit should
never accept a candidate simply to fill a position. The University is committed to
identifying and attracting the very best candidates. An unsuccessful search should
be discussed with the dean or appropriate administrator. Positions from
unsuccessful searches generally will be returned to units for a new search the
following year that draws on the experience of the previous search to increase the
probability of success.

Depending on the circumstances,· re-opening the search and extending the time
frame may be possible. In some cases a new search may be appropriate. Refer to
STEP 6, page 29.

We want to do multiple hires? ..
For "multiple hire" appointments, one or more individuals may be hired

throughout the academic year, fiscal year, or other annual cycle, with one or more
deadlines (quarterly) from an approved Form 16 provided that:

(l) a separate Form 17 is approved for each candidate selected;
(2) the same Form 16 number is used for each Form 17;
(3) the faculty rank or other academic title, appointment type, essential

qualifications and selection criteria are consistent with those on the Form 16;
(4) the pool of applicants must reflect the cumulative pool; and (5) the last date

for receipt of applications and appointing period is current for the Form 16 on file.
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{Input from any source welcomed}

Search resources available
COW guide
Multicultural guide
Roster of U and community consultants

[ADD: Using a Search Firm]



•

Extending the offer/checklist for letter of offer:

[fill in later]

Material for the new appointee:

Once an offer has been accepted, the new colleague should receive copies of either:

the current "P/ A Handbook"
or
College and University promotion and tenure documents as follows:

"Regulations Concerning Faculty Tenure (effective July 1,1985";
"Procedures for Reviewing the Performance of Probationary Faculty"

(issued June, 1986);
the college's guide to promotion and tenure;
the unit's indices and standards for promotion and tenure; and
the unit's sex-neutral guidelines for merit pay determinations.

Processing appointment documents: (include I and J from original)

[fill in later]
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FOR THE APPO INTI N6 AUTHOR ITY

The best searches start with some careful thought by the appointing authority:

SOME THINGS TO THINK ABOUT BEfORE THE SEARCH BEGINS
Before the search process is initiated, it is critical that the department assess its climate with respect to
diversity, and--given current strengths and Iimitations--examine opportunities for recruiting. Ideally, this
should be done before the position description is finalized and before search committee members are
appointed.

Sample questions or discussion topics to identify unit strengths and weaknesses for recruiting people
from currently under-represented groups:
What is the current composition of your unit? How many men and women of different groups are in your
unit? faculty? students? staff? alumni? How much experience do people· in your unit have working in
multicultural settings?
What current research, teaching or other diversity-related projects are on-going or planned?
What are the prevailing attitudes, tensions or disagreements about affirmative action, broadly defined?

The eeo office can suggest workshop/discussion programs on topics such as:
How diversity will strengthen the unit
Success models for recruiting different groups
Developing position descriptions to attract a wider pool of candidates.

The appointing authority must:

• Prepare the position description, essential qualifications, and initial selection criteria
(subject to clarification and approval by Academic Personnel)

REMEMBER: these will become the basis for the search and, once set, will
require official paperwork to amend. You may want to consult with appropriate
unit faculty, administrator or director in preparing them. From them will result:

the Form 16
selection criteria
advertising and recruiting strategies
appointment and composition of the search committee.

[see "Well thought out position descriptions" , p. 14]

• Select a search committee and chair in consultation with the faCUlty or appropriate
administrator, the dean (or appropriate unit administrator), and the unit eeo.
[see "Selecting a Search Committee", p. 16] (list must be approved by
administration, including the collegiate/unit affirmative action officer)



• Give the charge to the committee
Charge should include:

o approximate date of referral of finalists
o number of finalists to be referred
o EEO requirements, including goals for the position
o arrangements for financial and staff resources, e.g. travel, meals,calls)
o personal responsibility of each member for EEO and confidentiality
o requirement to maintain accurate records (minutes, contacts, decision)
o any unique concerns regarding the position

• Meet with the committee to clarify the position description, essential qualifications,
selection criteria and charge

• Prepare the Form 16 recruiting plan (in consultation with committee chair,
particularly regarding recruitment strategies)
REMEMBER: The Form 16 must be approved by the collegiate affirmative
action officer, the dean, your vice president/provost/chancellor (if required) and
academic personnel before any advertising or recruiting may occur

• Ensure that approved ads and announcements are submittted in time to meet
publishing deadlines, search committees' timeframe, and deadline for
applications

• Review at time of interim report of the search committee the departmental faculty
composition, availability of women and minority individuals in the discipline and
specialty areas, applicable goals for women and minority individuals, and
results from previous recruiting and searches during the last five years. (These
data are available from the collegiate affirmative action officer.)

• Request to extend or reopen the search from Academic Personnel (with copies to
college or administrative unit and unit eeo) if examination of the interim report
on the pool makes it necessary

• Review the committee's evaluation of all candiates who were interviewed, the list of
candidates who were not recommended, and the reasons candidates
interviewed were not referred

• Respond to questions about the names of candidates on the "short list" for
interviews.
(This info may be made public by the individual candidates or by notices to
faculty, staff and students regarding public seminars or lectures to be presented
by the candidates)

• Interview the referred candidates (if not already done)

•



• Review availability and goals for the position, as well as Senate Policy, if women are
referred as finalists.

• Select the candidate to whom position will be offered and prepare Form 17

• Store search committee files, after search is completed and Form 17 approved.
(Search files must be kept for 3 years.)



..

FOR THE SEARCH COMM ITTEE CHA IR

• The Chair is responsible for overseeing the entire search process.
In doing this, the Chair must work closely with the appointing authority
and the collegiate/campus equal opportunity officer

• Must ensure careful record-keeping
*Form 16 and position description
*Actual copies of announcements, advertising, and any other solicitations for
applications or nominations
*Applications, nominations, correspondence, evaluations, references (and
reference checks), and verbal contacts with or about applicants or nominees
*Minutes for all committee meetings are to include selection criteria, decision
making, voting, etc.
*The committee's interim report to the appointing authority
*Evaluation of candidates who are interviewed, reasons why candidates were
not referred for selection, and faculty vote on tenure and tenure-track decisions.
*Appoint someone to coordinate advertising, retain copies of ads, other
mailings, and record of all pertinent dates of contact with candidates and
references

• Must ensure procedures are followed

• Must establish projected dates for:
meetings
reviewing applications
interviewing and
making recommendations to the appointing authority

(all within the time constraints of the search plan and the charge to the committee)

• Responds to requests for information and questions about the search (up to the
point where the "short list" is developed)

• Prepares interim report on activity and pool (following screening of pool) for the
appointing authority and the department head, using the Form 17, for their approval.
The report describing the pool composition should include the Form 17 with the
following portions completed:

o Form 16 number
o name of search chair
o applicants by race/sex
o applicants who meet the essential qualifications, by race/sex
o applicants referred for interviews, by race/sex
o affirmative action goals and availability percentages for women and

minorities



• Coordinates the extension of the search and other advertising/recruiting efforts, if
interim report is not approved

• Coordinates the preparation of the Form 17 after interviews (if requested to do so by
the appointing authority)
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FOR THE SEARCH COMMITTEE
The Search Committee must:

• Discuss effective recruitment strategies early in the process (before screening the
pool) [see "Recruiting Suggestions", p. 24]

• Clearly define elements of a "complete application"
(For incomplete applications, letter of acknowledgement should include request
to provide missing information by a specified date. Date for receipt of
additional/missing information may be beyond the deadline as long as formal
application is made by the original deadline date.)

• Decide how it will respond to nominees and applicants (and how it will document it)
* Acknowledge all applications (can include Form 24 plus job description with

letter of acknowledgment)
* Respond to (contact?) all nominees
* Send Form 24 ("Applicant Tracking Record for Academic Positions") to all

candidates with request to voluntarily complete form

• Establish explicit criteria for eliminating candidates from the pool [See "Evaluating
Pools with Diversity in Mind", p. 26]

• Screen applicants
* One or more members of committee can screen for essential qualifications

prior to the deadline, if desired

• Document selection criteria and its application at each screening

• Ensure that identifiable affirmative action candidates are given serious evaluation
and consideration for an interview and selection

• Document the validity and thoroughness of the search in terms of pool composition,
number of candidates, and quality of candidates at each stage of evaluation
and screening
* Review departmental faculty composition, availability of females and
minorities, advertising, and results from previous recruiting and
searches during the last five years (data are available from college eeo
officer)

• Evaluate pool: prepare a report describing pool composition and documenting
search and evaluation procedures



• Prepare a tentative list of candidates to interview or seriously consider

• Present report to appointing authority (and others) and obtain approval of pool
before conducting interviews

• Prepare for conducting interviews
* develop written agenda for campus visit (mail to candidate, or provide upon
arrival) [See STEP 7 "Interviews and selection of finalists'1
* develop a set of core questions based on job-related criteria by which the

candidates are to be evaluated

• Interview candidates and refer finalists to appointing authority
* document reasons for non-selection of interviewees not referred

• For 93XX series, committee must provide the affirmative action record ofthe
candidate


